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Since 1989, the New England Electric System companies (collectively New Electric or the
"Company") have offered a comprehensive retrofit program for commercial and industrial (CII)
customers called Energy Initiatives Based on lessons learned from four other demand-side management
(DSM) programs geared toward the same market, this program was designed to achieve significant cost
effective energy conservation in existing ell facilities by reducing or eliminating many of the market
barriers that discourage customers from pursuing conservation opportunities. Since its the
program has achieved annual energy savings of over 249 GWH and a total summer demand reduction of
approximately 81s8 mW~

In 1991, the Company made a number of changes to Initiative to the prC)2r~lm'

market penetration and to achieve a higher level of comprehensiveness in the measures that were installed
in customers' facHities. The most significant of these changes was an increase in incentives to cover both
the material and labor costs of eligible equipment. The response to this change in incentives was over-
wnlellJo.m.2. Through March 1991 the Company had received over applications, total
costs of roughly $62 millions These costs exceeded the program over 120%, forcing the
CO]rn:D~mv to the acceptance of new the end of the year$

In response to the 1991 results of the made further refmements to
program for 1992 incentives to include a year to a year and a half payback depending
on the end-uses It also restricted the program to retrofit measures. The program opened
in late and March in the different service territories served by the Company's retail
affiliates. Within the first two days after opening, over were received re[)re~Se[lltml2

for rebates that exceeded the budget of 1.9 million for new business in 1992 164%
the affiliates each for the program within

aplDrO'Xlrnal:elV one week after the program was UU~:;llVlU..

This paper win focus on the 1991 and 1992 results of reasons
for the response rate, the of measures installed and the actual demand reductions and
energy achieved. In the paper win discuss lessons learned from four years of experience
with Initiative the ell retrofit market.

Introduction

was devoted to the conservation in
existing ell facilities. Energy Initiative was designed to
aggressively penetrate the CII retrofit market by elimi-

many of the market barriers that prevented cus
tomers from conservation on their own. Large
fmancial incentives, technical assistance and a streamlined
application process were a few of the major design com
DOl1ents of the program that were geared to achieve a high
level of participation among the Company's ell cus-
tomers. The program's was to both attract
numbers of customers and to encourage customers to
pursue aU cost-effective conservation in their
facilities over time. This approach would enable New

In New Electric introduced a cotnPlrehen-
sive conservation retrofit program for commercial
and industrial facilities called Initiative. This
program four years of from a
number of other programs toward this markeL At
the the was a capacity situa-
tion which it to consider aU avaHable new
resources, those that could provide capacity
with minimal lead times Consequently, the

to tap the conservation opportunities in
the elI sector. In 1989, the invested $40 million

of 70% over the _i8"Al:::ll'I1;'."11Cl
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IHnnl<!:!lnrll Electric to achieve an the maximum cost-effective
conservation within its customers' facilities in a
str~ateglC and fashion.

Technical assistance is available to customers to them
'lIIi.o.·nt''lI'1~l conservation within their facilities
and to the associated energy savings potential. In
cases where technical assistance is deemed appropriate for
a particular customer, New Electric will provide
+-. .. """',..a., ......,,.,. to hire a consultant with in the n~1t"f"1l("l'11lm~:tI1!"

end-use After the consultant has com-
the he then makes specific recommenda-

tions to the customer for the to be installed
with an estimate of the cost of the equipment and

the rebate available from the

demand reductions per installation for a wide range of
applications. End-uses for which fixed incentives are
available include measures such as interior and exterior
lighting equipment, high efficiency motors, variable speed
drives and food process measures 0 The benefit of fixed
incentives per measure unit is that they allow customers to
avoid having to conduct extensive engineering analyses to
determine the cost-effectiveness of individual efficiency
options. In addition, prescriptive rebates help customers
easily calculate the size of the financial support they can
receive for the installation of specific measures, thereby
helping overcome the fmancial barriers that prevent many
customers from proceeding with ettlcH~ncv IrnDlrov'errlen'ts
in their facilities.

Custom measure rebates are the second of rebate
offered. These rebates enable customers to receive rebates
for aU electric retrofit for which fixed unit
rebates are not available
Custom rebates are calculated for each meas
ure and are based on estimates of the energy of
the measure at different time periods over the measure's
life. The of this approach is to offer customers
the to receive financial assistance for the
installation of any cost-effective retrofit
nW'\1r'l1n~'hl11'1I1tll~~Q in their

Granite

New
three major
Massachusetts
Electric
Electric

in Rhode
in New

serve 1. 1 minion
commercial and industrial customers
total energy sales of GWHo The combined 1991
summer demand for the was MW &

Overview of New England

Since its the program has met the annual energy
savings and demand redu<;tion goals set for it and has
proven that it is an effective mechanism for quickly
tapping the conservation potential in the CII retrofit
market In 1991 'the program achieved such a high level of
market penetration that the entire budget was exhausted
within three months after the program's introduction.
J!J-'''''I'''''''''.ll. ........ refinements to the program for 1992, the program

achieved results and exhausted its budget
within two days. This paper the causes of the
oversubscription in Initiative and the lessons
learned from fours years of with the program.

New Electric has conser-
vation and load the last six years.
Since the investment in demand-side

has increased. from minion to over
million dollars in 1992. December

the had achieved from its demand-side manage
ment programs a total of 566 GWH of energy and
a summer reduction of 234 MW~

Program ueSIOln

Initiative is an energy conservation program
aeSagrlOO to the energy of electrical

eXlstlrl2 elI facilitieso The program n1!"i''\'iT1!rD,::lbQ

and technical assistance to customers to
pUl'ch~lSUJl2 and ms'tallffi2:

Financial assistance is in
the form of rebates which are to cover a

of the energy efficient and installation
costso Two of rebates are available.
rebates are fixed amounts of dollars per unit of a par-
ticular measure. These rebates are available
for measures found in in com-
mercial and industrial facilities. are available for
measures that have constant energy and

In an effort to achieve in
retrofits of electrical equipment in customers' facilities,
the is in the process of developing a new com

technical service caned the Comprehensive
Conservation Service (CCS). This service begins with a
building information questionnaire which is completed for
the facilities of all participating customers. The question
naire identifies efficiency opportunities in different end
use categories and determines the level of technical assis
tance required to assess the magnitude of the savings. The
goal of this service is to develop a record of the efficiency
opportunities within customers' facilities and to start these
customers on a track toward efficiency



such as variable speed drives and HVACe This approach
helps customers overcome their hesitation or reluctance to
pursue conservation with minimal risk on the customer's

Once customers gain confidence in the utility
program, and in the benefits of energy efficiency, they are
then more likely to pursue other opportunities in their
facilities. The Company has found in its years of
imple~m~~ntlm2 Energy Initiative that it is more successful
in achieving comprehensive retrofits by promoting this
staggered approach rather than attempting to encourage
customers to retrofit aU electrical at one time.

In 1991, a number of changes were made to Energy
mnlf·l$ltliV~ the most significant of which was a shift to fun
cost rebates for measures including motors,
Hg.nUJr:u:z;, HVAC speed drives and
t>UlllOllD2 shell measurese The decision to move toward
full-cost both material and labor costs,
was based on two factors~ the Company interpreted

89-194)1 issued the Massachusetts
l~~n~~'~~1~f' of Public Utilities in March 1990 to mean that

it should offer rebates that the full cost of measures,
mc~lucjm.g material and labor costs, unless the had

that smaller rebates would not adversely
affect customer levels~ the Company
wanted to aU conservation within its
customers' facilities and felt that full cost rebates would
assist in this

1991 Experience

The program was introduced in 1991 with a
of minion. With this the ComtJ~an'v)

was to achieve 19~ 1 MW of summer demand
reduction and MWH of annual energy savings.
.... .lLll.Jl·'""""'._.<W< March the Company had received over

representing roughly $62 million of
incentives. As a result of this ove1Vlhelming response to
the program, the suspended the
acc:eptanc~e of new applications on March 25, 1991e The

then considered a number of alternatives for
dealing with the oversubscription to the programe After
discussions with the regulatory commissions in the states
served the Company and with customers, the Company
decided to honor all applications that had been received
and to no additional applications for the year. In

the preinspecting customers
facilities to determine if the recommended was
appropriate and for equipment
installation.. the end of applications
had been for total million.
These resulted in 43$2 MW of

To market the program to customers, the Company has 32
conservation and load management field representatives
who actively work with customers to encourage their
participation in the programe Each has a
group of customers who they serve on a continual basise
They meet periodically wi~h the customers to explain the
services provided by the through Initia
tive and other DSM programs, assist the customer in
identifying major conservation in their
facilities, where necessary arrange for a vendor or
consultant to technical and assist in the
completion of program so the customer can
receive the appropriate rebates.. These are
the contact customers have with the on
conservation and load issues ..

A critical in the of the program is
the network of vendors such as 112Jltml2;

and motor vendors and electrical contractors in the
service the

program.. an of whom have
Oal"tlc:roated. in a vendor program, are involved in

Initiative. These vendors work .,..;; ......,.." ..... ~II .. v

with customers to conservation and
lCW, ...~'" ."-'.....J the to determine the (;ll.§JmJAVyAAUlI.V

ettlclc~nc;v e~:jUIPm.ent to instalL Once a vendor has
tied the he then works with the
customer to an form which is then
submitted to the for These vendors and
contractors have been effective in dls:selmIlatlLn2
information about the program to the cus-
tomers and in customers to take of the
fmancial and technical assistance offered the progranL
The of into the vendor network are
threefold $ the sheer number of vendors in the

t'a.~·lMIt/"'l>1l"'i>1 offers a force
CO,m!)ar!lV could on its own~ UV'-'VLA.lU'.'l

with

Initiative is toward a number
of customers per year and 'i ... Tr<' ..... Ilr'i'"tnI with these customers
over time to achieve a treatment of their
conservation above in the
rl.o.~~t"'>-.l""81i"'!ot';I_'ll"i of is to achieve com-

"""'V'..""'=....ihCl£9l, in "A"".·..... -a-~lkT11_d'l<

the
eqlLupime~nt. These which would otherwise have to
be from energy conservation are
_ ....r"''t711A~a.rl at no cost from the vendors.
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summer demand reduction and 132,811 MWH of energy
savings~ Table 1 shows a breakdown of the savings
achieved by measure. An additional $15.8 million of
applications were carned over into 1992 for payment

The 1991 results of Energy Initiative were both positive
and negative. On the positive side, the results as shown in
Table 1 clearly illustrate that significant energy savings
can be achieved in the ell retrofit market and that the
program's design could effectively tap this resource. In
fact, the design was so effective that it significantly
overstimulated. the market The primary factors leading to
this overstimulation were most likely the combination of
the full-cost rebates and the high level of vendor participa
tion. The high level of rebates made it relatively easy for
vendors to encourage customers to install high efficiency
equipment because, in most cases, the customer would
incur minimal, or no, expenses for the equipment On the
negative side, the program greatly exceeded its budget In
addition, the program remained operational for only three
months when it had been designed to be available to cus
tomers throughout the year. Thus, many customers were
frozen out of the program and were not able to partici-

This to caused some dissatis-
faction among customers and vendors who had Planne~

energy on fmancial
from the

As Table 1 illustrates, the actual energy savings and
demand reduction achieved through the program were
skewed toward lighting. Approximately 73 % of the energy
savings was tied to the installation of a wide range of
lighting equipment, while the remaining 27 % of the sav
ings was associated with other retrofit measures. These
results compared to the Company's goal of achieving 72%
of the expected savings through lighting. On the other
hand, roughly 83 % of the demand reduction was achieved
through lighting as compared to the Company's goal of
62 %. In its effort to achieve greater comprehensiveness in
the retrofits of customers facilities, New England Electric
has sought to increase the savings and demand reductions
from non-lighting measures as compared to the results of
the program in 1989 and 1990. These results suggest that
while the Company's diversification efforts were success
ful from an energy savings perspective, they did not reach
their goal from a demand reduction perspective.

1992 Experience

In response to the results of Energy Initiative in 1991, the
made further refinements to the program for

1992$ it limited the program solely to retrofit
measures which would be installed in place of existing,

electrical This change left

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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prescriptive rebates only for lighting, motors, process
equipment and food service equipment. Other retrofit
measures for which prescriptive rebates were not available
could go through the custom measure approach. Second,
the Company revised rebates to include a one and a half
year payback for lighting. and a one year payback for
motors to encourage more buy-in from the customer and
to assure that the Company was not paying more than it
needed for retrofit measures. Third, a vendor training
program was implemented to assure that all vendors
participating in the program were properly trained in the
program procedures. Fourth, a comprehensive application
tracking system was developed and implemented to give
the Company more control over the program.

The program was introduced on February February 28
and March 2 in the service territories of Narragansett
Electric, Granite State Electric and Massachusetts Electric
respectively with a total budget of $11.9 minion. Within
the first day, the program was oversubscribed in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts and was closed on the first and
second day in each state respectively. The program was
closed. in New Hampshire approximately one week after it
opened. The primary reason for closing the program was
that the applications received represented requests for
rebates of exceeding the budget for new
1992 165%e

This second to Energy Initiative is
attributed to a number of different factors. there was
a significant amount of pent-up demand for the program as
a result of the closing of the program in March 1991~

customers who were on the verge of submitting
applications were shut out of the program in 1991 and
were for the program to reopen in 1992 to receive
rebates for their retrofit measurese Second, the program
drew a tremendous amount of from vendors and
electrical contractors who had seen much of their non-

Initiative-related. work as a result of the
recession in New The program repre-

sented a source of work and income for
these contractors. customer awareness was high
since the program has been marketed for three
years$ the believes that the cost of
certain measures may have dropped between the time the
rebates were established and the program was introducoo$
This may have caused a decrease in the size of the
customer contribution for the installation of these
measures which would have made such measures easier
for the vendors to selL These factors, when combined
with the financial rebates, were most likely the
cause of the huge demand for the progra.m0

While it is still too early to evaluate the results of the
1992 program, the magnitude of the dollars associated
with the applications received and the distribution of
applications received suggest that the lion's share of
energy savings and demand reductions win once again be
associat~ with lighting. Of the $31.4 million of requested
rebates, 74% were associated with lighting, 22% with
motors and 4% with process, food and other efficient
equipment This emphasis on lighting is attributable to the
possibility that the lighting rebates may still be too high
and that as stated previously, customer contributions may
be lower than expected, making lighting jobs easy to sell.
Early results clearly suggest that for lighting equipment
and premium efficiency motors, further reductions in
rebates beyond those introduced in 1992, would have been
warranted. In fact, discussions with many program par
ticipants after the program was closed in March showed
that they would have accepted lower rebates. The results
also show significantly higher requests for rebates for
motors than had been originally budgeted, suggesting that
the program has begun to actively stimulate the motor
market as well as the lighting market

From a comprehensiveness perspective, the results do not
suggest the Company has moved closer to
achieving its goal of comprehensive retrofits ona large
scale. because the program was closed shortly
after opening, these results are probably biased toward the
less complex, low-cost installations such as lighting as
opposed to process equipment installations. As a result
they may not be reflective of the results that would
have been achieved had the program been operational
through the remainder of the year$

To avoid going over budget in 1992, the chose
a number of different strategies for dealing with the
oversubscription to the program, all aimed at bringing the
dollar amount of the applications received down to the
actual budget level. These strategies varied slightly among
the three retail subsidiaries of New England Electric
depending on the magnitude of the oversubscription. For
example, in Rhode Island, one strategy involved applying
a cap on the rebate donars paid to anyone cllstomer$ In
Massachusetts where the oversubscription was the largest,
the Company chose to negotiate with customers on both
rebate levels and the scope of their applications.
Massachusetts Electric's conservation and load manage
ment representatives met with an customers with applica
tions over $10,000. The representatives asked these
customers to prioritize their applications and to consider
paying a higher customer contribution for the equipment
being installeeL The representatives were successful
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through these negotiations in dropping the amount of
requested rebates from $27 million to between $12 and
$13 million.

These negotiations with customers resulted in a number of
interesting findings. First, most customers appreciated the
opportunity to negotiate with the Company on the applica
tions they submitted. They preferred to have flexibility in
the applications with which they chose to proceed as
opposed to being told which applications would be
accepted by the Company. This finding showed the impor
tance of maintaining strong relationships between utility
representatives and customers" Second, many customers
were willing to accept a higher level of customer contribu
tion for the equipment being installed in their facilities.
While this finding was determined under unusual circum
stances, it suggests that full cost rebates are often not
required to encourage customers to install high efficiency

some customers stated that were
not able to customer contribution because

had not planne~ for the expenses in their current
budget. Had been able to in such
capital for would have
been feasible.

lessons learned

half payback depending on the end-use again resulted in a
substantial oversubscription. While the percentage of
rebates requested for motors, out of the total rebates
requested in the program, rose to 22% from the 1991
level of 6 %, again the large majority of the rebates were
for lighting.

New Electric's experience shows the
challenge of establishing the correct rebate levels and
illustrates a number of important issues concerning setting
rebates. it is to determine the
"perfect" rebate level for each measure that will allow a
maximum level of in a particular market
sector and the per program dollar
spent Every DSM dreams of
curves that will show the level of at different
levels of rebates. Such curves are difficult to determine
because of the myriad factors that affect
Some of these factors include the way a program is
..........................~.............._, the of time a program has been in
and the condition of the local economy. For example, it is

in the case of Initiative that the 1989 and
1990 rebate levels would achieve a significantly higher
level of than did back in 1990
because of the level of vendor involvement to
market the program, increased customer awareness and
the downturn in the economy.

Second, full-cost rebates that cover both and
installation costs are seldom in a retrofit
program.. One of the main with full-cost rebates
is the actual determination of the fun cost. Most energy
efficient is manufactured a number of manu
rac·turc~rs, who offer different list prices. In addition, each
dealer may sell the at a different discount rate
off list the full cost is not one cost but
rather a range of costs. of what rebate
level if there is a likelihood that you may
actu.aJilv pay more for some measures than
cost New Electric has found that some vendors,
even if their price is below the rebate will increase
their prices so can get the fun rebate and earn addi-
tional This problem, if not monitored, has
the to introduce a significant inefficiency in a
program design. Another problem with full cost rebates is
that they do not any customer buy-in. If a cus
tomer has to pay for some percentage of the cost of the
eqluplrnellt no matter how it is likely that win
then better maintain it and its benefitss

different to
used for different measures~ For a two year
na1vtulcK may be for some measures while a
year payback may be for others. Shorter

may be to overcome market

the author summarized a number of lessons
that had been learned from the first year and a half of
Im1PiementaLtlOin of Initiativee Since two addi-
tional years of program with Initiative
have shed further on the conservation

in elI facilities" These lessons are
addressed below.

Rebate Structure: l§,.Jl''Il'''r'bn&::!l-¥"I'u

Initiative to enable the program to reach
pel:1etratllon without more than necessary has

been the most task in the program. When the
program was first introduced in 1989, incentives covered
~nl1Inh!hT 40 to 60% of the cost of the retrofit eqtuprneJJlt.
While the achieved its annual for the pro-
gram, most of the achieved was in To

the to achieve conservation
OP1)ortU1JutH~S across all retrofit measures not
the raised its rebates to cover the fun cost of
energy efficient in 1991. This change, along
with several other factors a significant increase
in vendor were the main causes of the over
C!11t<U::Y'll~"1In1t'llnn in 1991. As Table 1 shows, most of the sav-

were still associated with In further
refinements to incentive levels a shift to
customer contributions of a year to a year and



barriers that are specific to a particular end-use. For
example, due to a variety of factors, customers are much
less likely to install variable speed drives than they are to
install lighting measures. These factors range from a lack
of familiarity with the technology to unsatisfactory
performance of the equipment in the past The selective
application of rebates covering different percentages of
equipment cost to various efficiency measures based. on
market barriers associated with each measure should be
favored in place of the traditional path of applying the
same rebate approach to all measures. In setting the 1992
incentive levels, New England Electric chose to incor
porate a one and half year payback in its lighting rebates
because past experience showed that there was an
extremely high demand for energy efficient lighting
through the program, whereas a year payback was incor
porated in motor rebates because the Company has been
less successful in promoting motors in the past.

b. Market Research: New England Electric's
experience with Energy Initiative also shows the
importance of incorporating mechanisms in a program's
design that win allow the utility to keep in close contact
with the key parties involved in program implementation
to obtain market tCesearch data that can in
program refmement. This contact should take three forms.

it should allow for continual feedback from cus
tomers on their "acceptance of the program and their needs
for conservation services. Second, it should tie into the
vendor network to understand clearly how are

within the of the program and how they are
mtc~ra(~trnl2: with customers. it sh.ould provide for
direct lines of communication between the Company's
field who are implementing the
program and the individuals who are and evalu-

the program~ Some of the information that should be
from these sources include the how

costs are and whether
rebates should be what eqlllpJmelrlt
customers are themselves in their facilities; how
vendors are the program to customers; what
state of the art technology is the market on a
commercial and whether vendors are financing
eCflllPJtneltlt installations in customers' facilities. Developing
a formal information network at the time a program is

the importance of
maIntaInmg a close rapport between aU parties involved in
the ofa program, is critical for achieving
maximum efficiency in program operations. Complement-

this network should be a clear plan stating to the
fullest extent the type of information that will be
obtained.

This form of market research has played an increasingly
important role in Energy Initiative. Ongoing contact with
customers and vendors has resulted in both short and
long-term refinements to the program. For example, this
contact has provided information on product availability
that has allowed the program planners and implementors
to adjust the program's design so that it continually
promotes the "state of the art", commercially-available
lighting technologies. The Company has found that such
market research must be extremely time-sensitive because
the markets targeted by DSM programs, particularly com
mercial and industrial programs, are so dynamic, and that
mechanisms must be in place to gather the information
quickly and incorporate it into a program's design
immediately.

c. Allowing Time for Proper Program Design and Refine
ment: In implementing major DSM programs such as
Energy Initiative, it is critical to devote sufficient time to
designing the programs and second, to give programs
once they are implemented a chance to run their course.
In developing new programs, it is important that utilities
not rush into implementation before they have had the
opportunity to conduct extensive research on experience
other utilities have had with various approaches to tapping
the conservation opportunities within the targeted sector
and to carefully evaluate their options. This point seems
blatantly obvious; however, there has been a tendency in
the DSM field by some utilities and other involved parties
to push new programs out the door before they have been
adequately designed. In the case of Energy Initiative
significant time was devoted to the development of the
original program design which allowed for the incorpora
tion of almost four years of experience gained. through the
implementation of other DSM programs by the Company.

The same approach should be applied to making refine
ments in program designs. It is critical that programs be
allowed to operate for at least two years before drastic
changes are made to the design, unless of course, there
are major operational problems. A minimum of two years
is required to allow for the ramp-up of a program and for
adequate data to be collected through mechanisms such as
process and impact evaluation to determine the program's
strengths and weaknesses. Again, it is common for utili
ties to make frequent changes to programs without suffi
cient data to support these changes. As a result, it is
seldom possible to determine what program components
worked and which did not For example, in 1991, it may
have been advantageous for the Company to delay intro
ducing higher rebates to see whether the impact of the
1990 rebates would have gained momentum. It is possible



To minimize the chance of cost overruns in 1992 and
to enable them to be controlled if did occur, the
Company made two changes. it set a firm budget
cap on the dollars that could be spent on rebates in 1992.
All parties involved in the program, including vendors,
were informed of this cap. The program was to
stay open until applications reached the cap. Second, the
Company changed the program's Terms and Conditions to
state that the of did not entitle a
customer to participation in the program.
the of by the Company assures par-
ticipation. This was made to properly set cus-
tomers would recognize that the
submittal of an did not guarantee they would
receive the requested rebates. This of the
program also gave the some in how it
could deal with an oversubscription if one occurred. And
in fact, it gave the the to negotiate with
customers on the applications submitted in 1992.

e. Maintaining Program Control: Several of the major
refinements to Energy Initiative in 1992 involved
introducing specific mechanisms that would allow the
Company to maintain financial control over the program.
The 1991 oversubscription clearly illustrated the need for
such control mechanisms. Under the 1991 terms and con
ditions of the program, the Company felt obligated to
serve the applications it received even though their dollar
value significantly exceeded the program budget

Customers: As mentioned
advantages of Initiative is

that it allows a number of customers to pat·tlC:lpate
on an annual basis. This aspect of the program is
tant because the program. costs are spread across all ell
customers tbro a surcharge on their bins. If
customers are to pay a surcharge on their kWh
rates, it seems fair that over the lifetime of the
program, all customers have the to

One problem with the program however, is that this
open enrollment, in tandem with a number of other fac
tors, has led to the significant oversubscription in the past
two years. This has necessitated program that
have detracted from the stability of the program and its
availability to all customers. One possible solution to the
oversubscriptions would be to limit the number of cus
tomers who could participate annually and devote the
program funds to the conservation potential in a
limited number of customers' facilities in a comprehensive
fashion. Several utilities including Northeast Utilities
through their Action have this
route. Of course, a disadvantage to this is that
many customers do not have the to na1l'·t1f">1Inalt~

in anyone year or for several years,
concerns about customer cross-subsidization.

that as vendors became increasingly more involved in the
program and as customer awareness of the program
increased, the 1990 incentives may have been successful
in reaching the 1991 program goals without the oversub
scription that resulted.

d. Application Tracking: An open enrollment program
such as Energy Initiative has the potential to bring in
thousands of applications per year. In 1991, over 5,000
applications were received in Energy Initiative while in
1992, over 1,900 applications were received before the
program was closed. For budgetary and program control
reasons, it is important that a database system be in place
which can track all these applications on a timely basis.
rfhis database should enable program administrators to
determine on a daily or at most a weekly basis information
including: the number of applications received; the total
doUar value of these applications; the quantity of each
measure requested; listings of customers who have

names of vendors; and
estimates of the demand and energy savings to be obtained
thr~ou~~l1 the received. Such systems are costly,

and to develop, yet they are
Imlper:atnre for the proper of scale,
multi-miHion donar DSM programs.

New Electric bas two such databases.
The first is its master database a weH-
known relational database software package0 All end-use
C'l_d..... 'llT'·~t"'Io worksheets that are submitted with each HnrHu~:a-

tion have identical screens and as each is
the information is entered directly into the

database. Numerous standard can then be accessed
to obtain summaries of the information. This

~n.r,\'§""n"u·'\1I1C!hl COlDlllex because of the intricacies
it direct

access at any time to information associated with all
aPJ>l1c:atlcDns received in the program and serves
as a critical tool for the program.

The creation of a database can require a significant
amount of software time and fund-

Such time and costs are critical to
address in the of a new DSM program.

The second database is an interim
cornotiter spr'eaClSI1~~et. This was ae"el~)De~a

because the master database was not fully op~~ratIO]na1

the time the introduced Initiative in
1992. its it information on the
total number of received measure, the
donar value of these and the names of all
pa]rtlc:rp~ltrnlg customers and vendors. This database
a role in the management of the 1992



The challenge is to find an alternative approach that may
lie between the open enrollment approach used in Energy
Initiative and the customer-limited approach used by
several other utilities. A promising option would be to
further reduce the prescriptive rebates in Energy Initiative,
require utility C/LM representatives to market Energy
Initiative as a service to customers and require all
participating customers to follow the procedures of the
Comprehensive Conservation Service described in the
Overview of Program Design section. The first two steps
would reduce the possibility of program oversubscription.
Reducing incentives further would enable the Company to
achieve more savings for the same dollar amount.
Increasing C/LM representative involvement in marketing
the program would help build the critical rapport between
the utility and customers, would help control the number
of customers participating in the program and could
possibly lead to better quality installations.
requiring participation in the Comprehensive Conservation
Service would assure that an cost-effective conservation
opportunities within a customers' facilities would be
identified.

other alternatives to the described
above exist$ The challenge is to maintain among
customers while at the same time the maximum
cost-effective energy at the lowest cost.
=...JL..t ...-"' ..... '...J<. Y , ...... while not the solution to this cnSLHelt1ge
its current a useful framework
with several structural offer a

Conclusion

New Electric's with Initiative
has shown that the program as can be used as a
tool for demand and energy
in a short of time. The combination of nrp'Q"""'1nt1UP>

the
and the extensive from the network of vendors
served as an effective conduit for the conservation
pOlten1tlal in CII facilities. In the first three years
the program was it achieved annual energy sav-

of over 249 GWH and a total summer demand reduc-
tion of 81.8 MW. Such clearly show that signifi-
cant energy exists within the CII retrofit
market and that with the proper program it can be
mined.. As this paper has mining this

careful consideration of a number of
different program

While Energy Initiative was successful in achieving its
goals for energy savings and demand reductions, the over
subscriptions that resulted in the program in the last two
years suggest that a number of refinements are required
for it to be a viable for the future .. New England Electric
is currently investigating all its options for refming the
program. Several of these options include reducing rebates
for eligible energy efficient equipment, incorporating
different mechanisms for establishing rebates into the
program design, requiring increased utility involvement in
applications and offering various services to encourage
greater comprehensiveness in measure installations in
customer facilities. These options along with many others
win be thoroughly evaluated within the context of the
goals and objectives of the program for 1993. The end
result of these refinement efforts will be the Im'ple;mf~nUi

tion a new CII retrofit program in 1993 that can be
strategically controHed to achieve established annual
energy savings without the risk of oversubscription and
that will encourage customers to the electrical
efficiency of their over time.
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